


To get small planet, you need small sources and higher 
angular resolution

High Resolution + large field + 24hr duty cycle 

Bennett & Rhie 1996 



Dark Energy & microlensing
•  2002 Bennett & Rhie space based microlensing  
•  2004-2005 : Cosmic shear and microlensing from Dome C ? 
      (Mellier/ Beaulieu    ->   after all, not a good idea, so no papers about it) 
•  Bennett, Gaudi et al. advocating for space based microlensing 

•  2007 DUNE proposal (3 months of microlensing) 
« Everything that is good for cosmic shear is good for microlensing » 
     Beaulieu, Kerins, Mao, Bennett, Dieters, Gaudi, Gould, Batista et al., 2008, « Towards A 

Census of Earth-mass Exo-planets with Gravitational Microlensing”, arXiv:0808.0005 

•  Microlensing program on board EUCLID (proposed 4 months) 
•  2010 Decadal survey with WFIRST 

•  Thesis of Matthew Penny: simulations for EUCLID & WFIRST. 
 























Sun Avoidance Angle 

Pointing constraints 

The S/C can be operated for a certain range of SAA 
orientations that limit depointing of the S/C: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
PSF stability requirements can be ensured for a 
given range of SAA variation around a reference 
pointing direction: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

MRD R-440-8: The EUCLID spacecraft 
shall be able to implement the Deep and the 
Wide Extragalactic Survey with a variable 
solar aspect angle included between 89 
degrees and 121 degrees. 

MOCD R-SYS-OP-MS-030: The EUCLID 
spacecraft shall be able to implement the 
Deep and the Wide Extragalactic Survey with 
a variable solar aspect angle included 
between 90 degrees and 95 degrees.   
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Operation angle from -1 deg to +31 deg.

We can observe for about a month, twice a year.



EUCLID has no contigency for weight : we cannot extend the shielding.



Maximum observation : 2 months/year





Besançon model

Microlensing simulator
3 fields, 270 sec per pointing,

5x2 months observing

Penny, Kerins, Rattenbury, Beaulieu, Robin, 2013, MNRAS  
PhD Matthew Penny 

 MaBµLS simulator 



Simulated images of galactic Bulge 



EUCLID Microlensing survey 
Beaulieu, Kerins, et al. 

Simulation work done during Matthew Penny’s thesis 

3 fields observed every 17 min in H, every 12 hours in VIS, J, Y. 
Mini-survey during commissionning (24h), then 4 x 1 months survey  
 
•  Measuring cold Earth abundance and mass function 

   ~35 planets / month (5 Earth / month, 15 Neptune / month)  

•  Getting constraints on free floating planets 
   ~15 free-floating planets / month 

•  EUCLID/ML  complements parameter space probed by RV and KEPLER 
 
      Measuring the cold planet mass function below 1 Earth mass. 

•  Possibility of simultaneous EUCLID-WFIRST in the extended mission 2026+  
       (parallax between EUCLID and WFIRST to measure masses of Earth mass free 

floaters) 
                                     Penny et al., 2013 MNRAS 434, 2 

 
     



VVV survey near-IR mosaic of Galactic Centre 

Survey design: 
 

l  3 fields close to Gal Centre 
observed every 20 mins in NISP H 
and regularly in VIS for multiple 30 
day periods over Euclid mission 
lifetime 

 
l  1-2 days of observation during 

Euclid verification or early on in 
mission to establish proper motion 
baseline needed for planet mass 
measurements. 

 
l  Early Level-Q products in the form 

of ultra-deep VIS/NISP imaging 
close to Galactic Centre. 

Approx location of 
3 ExELS fields 

ExELS 

Simulated Euclid H band image 
from a single 2k x 2k NISP array 

Detailed image-level simulation of ExELS 
photometry carried out by SWG (Penny et al 
2013) 



In a few percent of 
microlensing events planets 
around the foreground star 
perturb the lensing signal 
 
Planetary microlensing 

Zoom of simulated 
Euclid photometry 
showing perturbation 
due to an Earth mass 
planet 

Simulated Euclid 
photometry of a 
microlensing event 
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One in every few million stars 
in the Galactic bulge becomes 
temporarily magnified by a 
foreground star.
 
This is the microlensing effect 





Measuring the planet mass function 



l  Observability of the Gal Centre limited by 
design of Sun shield and the constraint on 
Solar aspect angle. This fixes the times 
when the bulge is observable with Euclid. 
ExELS could get squeezed if these times 
are used up for primary science calibration 
or other surveys.

l  Current simulations based on Red Book 
Euclid design indicates that ExELS 
requires 4 months of observing time in 
order to achieve the primary science 
objective of measuring the abundance of 
cold Earth mass planets with at least 3-
sigma precision. Abundance measurement sensitivity versus

planet mass for different extrapolations of measured 
exoplanet mass functions and survey lifetimes

3-sigma measurement 
at Earth mass after 

four months 

Survey constraints



Microlensing program on board the  
EUCLID Dark Universe Probe 

•  Measuring cold Earth abundance and mass function with 4 months of survey 

•  Getting free floating planets down to the mass of Earth 

•  Mass measurement of free floaters (ground-space parallax) 
 
•  EUCLID  complements parameter space probed by RV and KEPLER 

•  Entering the habitable Earth around G stars would require larger survey (300+ days)  

•  EUCLID will launch in 2020, WFIRST in 2025+ 

 

 
     

Penny et al., 2013, MNRAS, « ExELS: an exoplanet legacy science 
proposal for the ESA Euclid mission I. Cold exoplanets, arXiv:1206.5296

Beaulieu et al., 2010, “EUCLID : Dark Universe Probe and Microlensing 
planet Hunter”,  arXiv:1001.3349 
 



Conclusion 
•  Statistics of planets beyond the snow line. 
•  Sensitivty to low mass planets, and free floating planets 

EUCLID microlensing  
•  EU thought of DE & Microlensing in 2007 already 
•  Proposed 4 Months (decision in 2018?) 
•  Mass function of cold planets, first results on free-floaters (if any) ? 

EUCLID contributions to WFIRST 
•  Matthew Penny ! (PhD thesis on EUCLID microlensing, building the reference tools) 
•  An early survey to serve as position reference for mass-measurements. 
•  Simultaneous EUCLID/WFIRST observations (extended part of the mission) 

 

 
     





A binary, with very bright lens

Source star: 
K3 red giant at 8 kpc 
I=16.42, V=19.42 
 
Lens star: 
Binary composed of Mdwarfs  
I=16.3, V=18.2 



A binary, with very bright lens

Source star: 
K3 red giant at 8 kpc 
I=16.42, V=19.42 
 
Lens star: 
Binary composed of Mdwarfs  
I=16.3, V=18.2 



Prediction by Gould et al. 



VLT UVES observations

At the initative of I. Boisse and A Santerne (LAM, 
Marseille) RV People 
 
10 spectra, 1h, S/N~20, R~ 40 000 
Th-Ar calibrations before and after 



Cross correlation



Source and lens RV



Using the source as RV reference.�
94 m/s RMS



RV model and data



Fitting Source and lens spectra�
UVES, OGLE, KECK AO, ARCoIRIS



Giant source,  �
forground G star, 0.95 Mo at 1.1 kpc



Lesson from RV
We can detect binary lens RV modulation.  

Here, the initial microlensing model was wrong. 
 
New modeling, using constraint on source and lens needed. 

Boisse et al., 2015, The first radial velocity measurements of a microlensing 
event: no evidence for the predicted binary, A&A 
  
Santerne et al. 2016, Spectroscopic characterisation of microlensing events 
Towards a new interpretation of OGLE-2011-BLG-0417, astroph 
 
See also another system :  
Yee et al., 2016, Two Stars Two Ways: Confirming a Microlensing Binary Lens 
Solution with a Spectroscopic Measurement of the Orbit 
 


